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Name of the Programme: M.A. in English 
 
Syllabus:  
Short Reading Passages: Comprehension, Analysis, Evaluation; Grammar and Vocabulary: 
Punctuation, Prepositions, Tenses, Interrogative Sentences, Verb Forms, Parallelisms, Direct 
and Reported Speech, Active and Passive Voice, Idiomatic Expressions, Spelling, Synonyms, 
Word Meanings; Coherence and Cohesion: Jumbled Sentences and Paragraphs, Sentence 
Errors, Transitional Words and Phrases, Referencing, Ellipsis, Substitutions, Conjunctions, 
Emphasis, Logical Reasoning; Poetry Appreciation: Diction, Tone, Mood, Imagery, Figurative 
Devices (Sound and Sense), Rhyme and Meter; Literary Landmarks and Genres: Indian 
Writing in English, Shakespeare, The Metaphysical poets, Jacobean and Restoration Periods, 
Augustan Age (18th C. literature), Romantic Period, Victorian Period, Modern Period, 
Contemporary Period, American and other non-British Literatures, Literary Theory and 
Criticism, Genres, Rhetoric and Prosody; Logical Reasoning: Verbal Classification, Analogies, 
Verbal Reasoning, Statement and Assumption, Logical Deduction, Making Judgments, 
Logical Problems, Statement and Argument 
 
Sample Questions  
1. Read the passage below and tick the correct option in the questions that follow. 
Many people find this law to be discriminatory because it seems to give an unfair advantage 
to the upper classes in trade and commerce. The government is in favor of amending the 
law to make it more appealing to medium and small-scale businesspeople.  
The above passage discusses: 
A. trade and commerce 
B. government sponsorship to medium and small businesses 
C. a law that’s unfair to the majority 
D. tax benefits to rich people 
 
2. We were not alone in the room. He sat ________ me. There were others there _______ 
us.  
Fill in the blanks with the correct pair of prepositions from the ones given below. 
A. beside, besides 
B. besides, beside 
C. next, between 
D. by, besides 
 
3. She hardly succeeded in distracting him I do not know whether the woman who was 
whatever her motive was asking so many questions was really or whether she wanted to 
attract the attention of the speaker towards herself, but interested in the subject.  
Construct a meaningful sentence from this jumble of phrases 
A. Whatever her motive was, I do not know whether the woman who was asking so many 
questions was really interested in the subject, or whether she wanted to attract the 
attention of the speaker towards herself. 



B. Or whether she wanted to attract the attention of the speaker towards herself, but 
whatever her motive was, I do not know whether the woman who was asking so many 
questions was really interested in the subject. 
C. I do not know whether the woman who was asking so many questions was really 
interested in the subject, or whether she wanted to attract the attention of the speaker 
towards herself, but whatever her motive was, she hardly succeeded in distracting him.   
D. She hardly succeeded in distracting him, whatever her motive was, I do not know 
whether the woman who was asking so many questions was really interested in the subject 
or whether she wanted to attract the attention of the speaker towards herself.  
 
4. Read the poem below and tick the correct option in the questions that follow. 
 
Egrets 
by Judith Wright 
 
Once as I travelled through a quiet evening,  
I saw a pool, jet-black and mirror-still.  
Beyond, the slender paperbarks stood crowding;  
each on its own white image looked its fill,  
and nothing moved but thirty egrets wading -   5 
thirty egrets in a quiet evening.  
 
Once in a lifetime, lovely past believing,  
your lucky eyes may light on such a pool.  
As though for many years I had been waiting,  
I watched in silence, till my heart was full    10 
of clear dark water, and white trees unmoving,  
and, whiter yet, those thirty egrets wading. 
                                              
i. Egret is: 
A. a bird 
B. an insect 
C. a fish 
D. an animal 
 
ii. When the speaker says the pool was “mirror-still” (line 2) she means that the water in the 
pool was 
A. muddy and flowing 
B. full of ice 
C. clear and unmoving 
D. full of waves 
 
iii. When the speaker says the egrets were “wading” (line 5) she means they were 
A. swimming 
B. running 
C. flying 
D. walking 



 
iv. What is the effect of the scene on the speaker’s mind? 
 
A. it makes her feel sad 
B. it makes her feel appreciative 
C. it makes her feel scared 
D. none of the above 
 
v. What kind of imagery does the poem have? 
A. auditory  
B. visual 
C. tactile 
D. olfactory 
 
5. William Wordsworth is a well-known British _______. 
A. novelist 
B. playwright 
C. poet 
D. actor 
 
6. A poem of fourteen lines whose rhyme scheme may vary is called 
A. a sonnet 
B. a dramatic monologue 
C. an elegy 
D. an ode 
 
7. An overused expression is known as   
A. a motif 
B. a  pun 
C. an oxymoron 
D. a cliché 
 
8. A brief quotation which appears at the beginning of a literary work is called an 
A. epic 
B. epigraph 
C. euphemism 
D. epithet 
 
9. Characters that do not change during the course of a story are generally known as 
A. flat characters 
B. round characters 
C. static characters 
D. dynamic characters 
 
10. The line “My love is like a red, red rose” is an example of a  
A. simile 
B. metaphor 



C. synecdoche 
D. personification 
 
11. The historical trauma that is most realistically depicted in the stories of Saadat Hasan 
Manto is related to 
 A. the 1857 war of Indian independence 
 B. the partition of India and Pakistan 
 C. colonialism 
 D. the formation of Bangladesh 
 
12. Which of these works is not a Bildungsroman? 
A. Huckleberry Finn  
B. Waiting for Godot 
C. Catcher in the Rye 
D. Jane Eyre 
 
13. The term “post-colonial” in relation to literature could point towards 
A. concerns of nationhood and self-determination 
B. a critique of empire 
C. concerns of history 
D. all of the above 
 
14. Vincent has a paper route. Each morning, he delivers 37 newspapers to customers in his 
neighborhood. It takes Vincent 50 minutes to deliver all the papers. If Vincent is sick or has 
other plans, his friend Thomas, who lives on the same street, will sometimes deliver the 
papers for him. 
A. Vincent and Thomas live in the same neighborhood. 
B. It takes Thomas more than 50 minutes to deliver the papers. 
C. It is dark outside when Vincent begins his deliveries. 
D. Thomas would like to have his own paper route. 
 
15. Statements: No women teacher can play. Some women teachers are athletes. 
Conclusions: 
Male athletes can play. 
Some athletes can play. 
A. Only conclusion I follows 
B. Only conclusion II follows 
C. Either I or II follows 
D. Neither I nor II follows 
 
 


